
Goldeneye Setup Editor V2.0 Action Blocks Tutorial 
 

By SubDrag 

 

Action Blocks are what you use in Goldeneye to make things happen.  Without them, 

your level would just be a bunch of objects, with no fancy actions.   

 

To start editing them, open a setup, then choose Edit Action Blocks.   

 

 
 

There are two types of action blocks, numbered 04XX (XX is just a number, so you could 

have 0401, 0402, 0403, etc), or 10XX.  Note that 0400 is invalid, but 1000 is valid.  

04XX blocks are routines that are *not* always executed, but 10XX always are executed.   

 

 

10XX Blocks 

--------------------------------------------- 

10XX blocks are ALWAYS executed during the level 

 

If you have two blocks, lets say 1000 and 1001.  

First it will execute 1000, then it will execute 1001 when it is finished, then it will do 

normal game stuff.  When it gets back to this point, it will execute 1000, then 1001, etc.   

 

You primarily use these for objectives, global things, etc.   



 

 

 

If you want to add a block, type in the new number of the block, and then Click Add 

Block with ID.  In the case below, we will add 1000.   

 

 
 

You should get now a bunch of options, but a blank block. 

 



 
 

If you look, there’s a combobox that says 00 Return Value Loop.  You can add a bunch 

of Sub Action blocks, and they are always executed in order in the block.  This is where 

the actions actually happen. 

 

Lets talk about the most important aspect of these action blocks, “Return Value Loops”.   

 

The one shown below is the simplest of all action blocks.  Lets go through it.  The first 

command is 0200.  It does nothing if we are not in a Return Value Loop, so ignore it.  

Now we have a 03, which leaves the routine temporarily, to avoid infinite loops.  We will 

discuss why that is required soon.  Finally, we see a 0100.  The 0100 action means start at 

the beginning of the block, and look for a 0200.   

 

So what this block does is: 

0200 Nothing now 

03 Temporarily leave 

 

0100 Go to beginning, execute when a 0200 is found 



0200 Found one, return from loop and start executing again 

03 Temporarily leave 

… 

 

 
 

Why do we need a 03?  If we only had: 

0200 

0100 

 

The game will loop 

 

0200 Nothing 

0100 Go to beginning of block, look for 0200 

0200 Found one, continue executing 

0100 Go to beginning of block, look for 0200 

0200 Found one, continue executing 

… 

 



Notice how it never leaves the routine and lets anything execute!  Nothing else will have 

a chance, and you will loop forever.  Any time you have a loop, you must use a 03.   

 

Lets do a more complicated one now.   

 

 
 

Now we’ve added a command to the beginning.  It displays the text preset 0800, which it 

tells you what it is.  IMPORTANT: You can ONLY display text if it is the level you 

loaded (here this is for archives, you can’t load facility’s text.  You can find out which is 

for what level in the Tools -> Text Editor.   

 

What happens here is: 

C30800 Display text 

0200 Nothing for now 

03 Temporarily leave 

0100 Goto beginning, then execute when find 0200 

 

C30800 IGNORED!! 



0200 Lets start executing again 

03 Temporarily leave 

0100 Goto beginning, then execute when find 0200 

C30800 IGNORED!! 

0200 Lets start executing again 

… 

 

This is important.  This block will display the text once (at beginning of level), then just 

loop and do nothing (but have a 03 temporarily leave so won’t cause the game to infinite 

loop).   

 

If we instead had:  

 

 
 

It would constantly display the text the ENTIRE time the level was loaded, because it is 

part of the loop.  We can use loops for more features instead of just looping when we’re 

done doing what we want. 

 



As well as 0100, which goes to the beginning of the block, then finds the matching return 

value (0200 in this case), lets now use 0000.  The 00XX means GOTO return value loop 

02XX (matching one), but forward from that point. 

 

Lets look at the below block: 

 

 
 

Note that I’ve changed the Return Value Loop from 00 to 02.  So now if I used a 0102, I 

am looking for the match 0202.   

 

In this case, we’ve added a 0002.  Here’s what will happen: 

C30800 Display text 

0002 Resume when get to 0202 

D2 IGNORED 

0202 Nothing for now 

03 Temporarily Leave 

0102 Goto beginning of block, search for 0202 then resume 

C30800 IGNORED 



0002 IGNORED 

D2 IGNORED (phew, because it said exit level!) 

0202 Resume 

03 Temporarily Leave 

0102 Goto beginning of block, search for 0202 then resume 

… 

 

There’s one other type of Return Value Loops.  These type “do something”, then if it 

succeeded or the condition was met, it next acts like it saw a 00XX, otherwise it just 

continues on.   

 

Lets look at the example below: 

 

 
 

C30800 Display text 

0202 Nothing for now 

F104 First, checks if all objectives are complete 

if YES 



GOTO 0204 

0204 

D2 Exit level 

 

If NO 

03 Temporarily Leave (just went to next line) 

0102 Go to beginning, resume at 0202 

C30800 IGNORED 

0202 Resume 

F104 If objectives complete?  

… same as before 

 

So now, we have a new conditional type, that checks if something was met or an action 

happened, then if so, it goes to the new point, otherwise keeps executing.   

  

You will notice there is a color coding going on.  The Resume and Goto type actions 

match colors to help in telling what is happening where.   

 

 

04XX Blocks 

--------------------------------------------- 

04XX blocks are different from 10XX blocks.  They are not always executed.  They are 

generally used by guards (a guard will be attached to an action block), vehicles, or as 

subroutines.  IMPORTANT: If whatever is using the block is KILLED or DESTROYED, 

the block is no longer active!! So don’t put important things in a guard block, because if 

he dies, it will no longer happen.   

 

First lets insert a guard. 

 



 
 

OK lets try to put him to an action block. 

 

 



 

Oops, we don’t have any 04XX blocks for him.  Go add one in the action blocks. 

 

 
 

OK we added 0401 (remember 0400 is not valid). 

 



 
Now click 0401.  This guard is now placed at 0401.  This guard will now use routine 

0401.  Currently it has nothing, so if you tried the game now, he will be completely still 

and do nothing and not react.  We need to give him something to do. 

 



 
 

If you look at our possible actions, some say (04XX ONLY).  This means if you try and 

use them in a 10XX block, the game will crash.  But in a 04XX, they act on the current 

guard.   

 



 
 

The above picture is a simple block.  All it does is make the guard kneel, then loop (so he 

does nothing else). 

 



 
 

Great it worked.  But this is simple. 

 

Lets do something tricky. 

 



   
 

We’ve introduced a new command, 05, which means GOTO function.  Rare has a bunch 

of built in routines.  It so happens that routine 0001 is IDENTICAL to: 

0200 

03 

0100 

 

So it’s a shortcut.  You could also use this 05 to link to another block.  We’ll try this next. 

 

What’s that crazy FD Current actor?  That means that whoever was assigned to that 

04XX block, will go to the function 0001.  Why is this useful?  What if we have 50 

guards we wanted to all kneel?  We wouldn’t want to make 0401 to 0450, then make each 

identical.  Instead we can assign all of them to 0401, and since we use FD instead of the 

specific guard ID, we can do this with one block. 

 

FOR REFERENCE: You *can* use 05FDXXXX in 1000 type blocks.  If you use FD, it 

will use the current block instead of an actor.  If instead you do 05YYXXXX, it will send 



whatever guard ID is YY to now the action block XXXX.  This is tricky so don’t use it 

on 1000 blocks until you’re more comfortable.   

 

Right click on the guard and choose Clone Guard, it’ll work nicely.   

 

 
 

Yep, it works.   

 

Now lets make another routine, 0402, and spruce up our 0401 routine so it’s more fun 

and useful. 

 



 
 

We’ve done something tricky here. 

 

09 Kneel 

0202 Nothing for now 

33 Seed Random Byte (this is a cool feature we can use) 

341000 Is the random value < 0x10, if so Return Value Loop (goto 0200) 

 if YES 

 0200 

 05FD0402 GOTO 0402 

 

 if NO 

 03 Temporarily Leave 

 0102 Goto beginning, then move to 0202 

 09 

 0202 

 33 

 … 



 

You’ll notice the action block says “SURRENDER”.  I’ll show you how to get it to say 

this in the next block 0402. 

 

 
 

We added a random comment first in 0402 that says SURRENDER.  Note that this is 

only for your own personal usage, it doesn’t do anything in-game. 

 

In 0402 we first do 22 Guard Surrenders, then we now jump to 0001 which does our nice 

loop.   

 

If you try it, you’ll notice your guards will surrender after a certain point, but not at the 

same point.  That’s because while each use the same routines, they are each independent.   

 

 

Lets do one more trick for now. 

 



 
 

We’ve added to 0401 a 06 command, which sets the subroutine to return to when you 

jump to any routine.   

 



 
 

In 0402 we’ve added a bunch of delays (the 03s).  Here we’re using them to delay the 

actions, not in a loop. 

 

Then we use command 07, which returns to the original subroutine (which we had set in 

the 060401 command in 0401). 

 

If we didn’t use this 07 here, instead of going from 0401 -> 0402 -> 0401… it would go 

from 0401 -> 0402 -> 0402.   

 

Try it.  You’ll notice guards randomly surrender for a bit, then kneel again, etc.   

 

 

Action Blocks and Objectives 

In Edit Setup -> Edit Objectives there’s a type called 1A Conditional True (and 1B 

Conditional False). 

 



There is a global variable that is 32-bits.   It is primarily used for objectives, but can be 

used for your own personal use.   

 

The objective below checks whether this variable is set to F000000F.  This variable is 

initially 0, but can be set in the action blocks. 

 

 
 

Now add a simple action block. 

 



 
 

This sets the variable to F000000F.  If you try the level (after adding a spawn point), 

you’ll notice the objective is automatically completed.   

 



 
 

Note you could also have done the above (in separate actions). 

 

 

 

There is much, much, much more to action blocks, but this should get you started. 

Zoinkity has made an amazing help file, if you press F1 in the actions.  I HIGHLY 

recommend you use that for specifics.   


